**CAUTION: POSSIBLE EQUIPMENT DAMAGE IF MISWIRED.**

- **DO NOT POWER UP SYSTEM UNTIL ALL WIRING IS VERIFIED.** CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO ENSURE DATA (Y,Z) AND POWER (24,G) CONNECTIONS ARE NOT CROSSED.

- **GROUND SHIELD AT CONTROL SYSTEM END ONLY.**

- **DATA "Y" WAS DATA "+". DATA "Z" WAS DATA "−".**

- **1−#18 AWG TWISTED PAIR, TINNED COPPER**
  - 1−#22 AWG TWISTED PAIR W/SHIELD, TINNED COPPER.

- **6 TWISTS PER FOOT PER PAIR**

- **JACKET, TEAL COLORED, LABELED "CRESNET" EVERY 2 FEET.**

- **LIBERTY WIRE REFERENCE: CRESNET. AVAILABLE IN PLENUM OR NON−PLENUM VERSIONS.**

- **MODEL CNTBLOCK NETWORK TERMINAL BLOCK IS RECOMMENDED FOR TESTING PURPOSES AND CONVENIENCE OF WIRING.**